
MY FAVORITE FOOD IN MARATHI

Maharashtrian or Marathi cuisine is the cuisine of the Marathi people from the Indian state of Maharashtra. It has
distinctive attributes, while sharing much with other Indian cuisines. Traditionally, Maharashtrians have considered their
food to be more austere .. Modak is said to be the favorite food of Ganesh. An offering of.

This lip-smacking dish has won the heart of every Indian! Seafood is used in recipes such as curries and
pan-fried dishes. Chili peppers, carrots, tomatoes, cauliflower , French beans and peas become available in the
cooler climate of October to February. However, North Maharashtrians and urbanites prefer roti or chapati ,
which is a plain bread made with wheat flour. The sweet filling on the inner part of a modak consists of
freshly grated coconut and jaggery while the outer shell is made out of rice flour and is very soft. No matter
which way you choose to make it, poha will leave you craving for more! Like all dals, aamti has a lot of
proteins in it and is good for one's health. The key to eating healthily is moderation. More-expensive nuts
almonds and cashew are used for sweet dishes. This drink takes hardly 7 to 8 minutes to be prepared and it
works tremendously advantageous in relaxing someone when served chilled. The stuffing is made from
jaggery gur , yellow gram chana dal, plain flour, cardamom powder and ghee clarified butter. For example,
fenugreek leaves can be used with mung dal or potatoes to make a dry bhhaji or mixed with besan flour and
buttermilk to make a curry preparation. A spicy version of the same is known as Zunka. Roasting â€”
Vangyache bharit involves roasting eggplant over open fire prior to mashing and adding other ingredients.
Unlike Chinese cuisine, the beans are allowed to grow for only a day or two. Different types of bhelpuri are?
And, now that you have this article as a handy guide to this cuisine, you would surely not leave out on any
delicacy the next time you visit Maharashtra you're welcome for this! Kokum is another ingredient that is
typical to most of the Maharashtrian preparations; it is widely used in place of tamarind. You can eat them as
long as you make them a part of a balanced approach to your diet. Mostly, pithla which is served with rice has
a watery-liquid like consistency and a semi-liquid or dry pithla goes perfectly with bhakri or roti. The yoghurt
or Dahi added to it gives it a sour taste but mostly in Maharashtra, sugar is added which makes it taste sweet
as well. But this Maharashtra food dish has the capability to kick in life into this otherwise boring vegetable.


